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coNSTRUcrroN oF. THE woRLD

!f\{'
of our optical apparatus being adapted only to the
y ''9 .g
"mple
S .Y [ ] simpler case but furnishing a substit"te i" the more diffi-

i-ltTtl
:\-

"fnlJll;.titute

world around us is a product orthe physical
and
historical
conditions into which we are pl"."i.,
, : T fg
r
product of our situation in the middle of the physical
:=I
at the end of a long historicar developme,rifroi " \ T world and life
to our present state. Analogous conditions
nrimitive
R-S5i
' - l i !$ are still at work and influence our vision. fhe social milieu
v S *J into which Jve a-re caught adds pressure to the stronger in--\
.
\ il fluence of the physical and historical milieu. Our m-odern
' -+ -)ot tleyes, familiar with rectangular houses and steel constructions, see the richer forms of nature within the frame of our
i :y F -i
tl-l
architectural style; modern drawings, in comparison with
, Y( ji
ancient drawings, bgtrfy this infuence.6 rnstead of freeing
,R
' ._ 0s oyt immediate world from the infuence of our milieu, w!
j
*
ln(., . .- adapt it to another milieu.
p = f \]
Must we reriounce the possibility of ever obtaining a
true
of the worldl I think not. Intelectual opJ.u{ N ^\ .l tions picture
have
shown us the way to overcome the limitations of
.q
- \ ,nT
\ 1 - \ ( our subjective intuitional capacities. It is true that the
: _-N ln,latter are little influenced by this process; but instead of
one single intuitive piiture of the world., we
i I x^ f constructing
to combine different pictures of different levels.
rI I Wilearn
t{\Every
picture may, besides containing false traits, intro_
I
some
true features into the comfosition. perhaps it
d S \lTduce
w.gufd
be
demanding
too much if we insisted on incluiing
t'*\s- \ all features within one
picture. The perspective of thI
\ts 0
beetle in the meadow is better than ours in the sense that
u
it allows a more precise observation of the individual
6 Cf. L. Fleck,
!n!ste.h-an-g-yn! Entwick:lung cincr wisscnschaJtlichen Tatsache
(Basel, 1935), p. 147, Table III. Fleck sllows aitique and moa"tir ar"o,ing.
of th"'
human skeleton taken from medical teitbooks; it"
J"", that in"ancient
-"k"r
drawings. the skeleton is always a symbol of death, whereas ir tft"
a symbol of mechanical_technical constructions.
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